











































































































lheprincipleo.FI usion ExCusion

20 players on soccer team
25 players on hockey team

players in both
How many players in total

Soccer Both Hockey Soccer
only

20 11 9

1 Hockey
25 11 14only

Total 91 11 14

34

A school offers Spanish and French classes

There are 40 students enrolled in at least one

class There are 28 students in Spanish and 23

in French How many student take both

Let K be the number of students taking
both

Then 40 28 x t 23 x t X
only Spanish only French both














































































































11 x x 11

How many 6 digit numbers
a start with an even digit
b end with an even digit
c start and end with an even digit
d Start or end with an even digit
a There are 4 105

DDD
4 choices to choices
2,46,8 o 79

b There are 9 5 104 45 10

EDI
9 choices 10 choice

5 choices9 0 79
0,2 4 6 8

C There are 4 5 104 2 105














































































































PDI

4 choices 10 choice

2,4 6,8 O 79 S choices
012,4 6,8

d There are

any fans ai p
4 1051 45 10 2 105

650000

There are 47 dogs at the pound All of them

are big or very hairy 30 are big 42 are

very hairy How many of the dogs are both

Let x be the number of big very hairy dogs
Then

47 30 x t 42 x x x
only big only hair both














































































































25 x x 25

How many 10 digit binary numbers start

with two ones or end with two one or

both

28 start with

I 8 f two ones

t
I I 2 choicechoice choice o l
l l

28 end with
Itf two ones

t T2 choice l choice 1 choiceQ1 l l

D Tgs 26 start and end

A T with two ones
I ice

48,40ices
Tchoice
I

So there are 28 28 26 29 26
448

Such numbers














































































































How many positive integers less than 100000

are neither squares nor cubes

toooo 316.23 So there are 316

squares in that range

T100000 46.42 so there are 46

cubes in that range

6M 6.81 so there are 6 sixth

powers ie both squares and cubes in that

range

Hence our answer is

316 t 46 6 356

OF the 85 teachers at my school 25 have

no children So have a son and 45 have a

daughter How many have a son and daughter














































































































85 25 60 teachers have children

et x be the number of teachers with
both

a son and a daughter

Then GO so se t 45 x t x
w w

son daughter both
only only

35 x x 35

How many 9 digit numbers have the property
that the product of their First and last digits
is even

We need numbers with either or both of those

digits being even

I T s 4 108

y
4choices

to choices

446,8 O 9














































































































177 45 107 choices

T 10choice T
9choices O 9 5 choices
I 39 0,2 4,6 8

D
4 5 107

y
2 108 choices

10Choices n

choice O g l
5choices

2,416,8 0,24 6,8

Required number 4 108 t 45 107 2 108

65 x 107

A school offers French Spanish and Chinese

There are 57 students in at least one course

Spanish 29 French 34 Chinese 33

Fts IS Ftc 16 Stc 12

How many students are taking all 3

Let x be the number of students taking
all 3 Then
















57 29 34 t 33 15 16 12 t K

53 t x

x 4

Yellow total students in all courses

Orange take away students counted twice

ie taking two courses

Red add back the students taking all 3

HOW many positive integers less than 1000

are divisible by neither 2,3 nor S

We have 1000 2 500 so there are 4990

integers divisible by 2

We have 1000 3 333.33 so there are

3330 integers divisible by 3

We have 1000 5 200 so there are 1990

integers divisible by 5

How many integers divisible by both 2 and 3

1000 6 166.66 So there are 1660



How many integers divisible by both 2 and 5

1000 10 100 so there are 990
How many integers divisible by both 3 and 5

1000 15 66.66 so there are 660
10W many integers divisible by all three

1000 30 33.33 so there are

So

499 333 199 166 99 66 33 733

are divisible by at least one of those

numbers and therefore

999 733 266

are divisible by none

Dogs win a blue ribbon For learning to sit

a green ribbon For learning to roll over and a

white ribbon for learning to stay There are 100

dogs and

73 have blue ribbons 39 have green ribbons

62 have white ribbons



21 have blue green 28 have green
while 41 have blue white

14 have all 3

How many dogs have no ribbons

Total number of dogs with ribbons is

73 t 39 t 62 21 28 41 t 14 98

So 2 dog have no ribbons

HOW many positive integers less than 180 are

relatively prime to 180

We have 180 18 10

6 3 2 5

2 3 3 X 2 5

22 32 5
An integer is relatively prime to 180 if it

is not divisible by 2,3 or 5

1801 2 90 so there are 890 integers

divisible by 2



1801 3 60 so there are 059 integers

divisible by 3

180 5 36 so there are 350 integers

divisible by 5

180 16 30 so there are 029 integers

divisible by 2 and 3

180 110 18 so there are integers

divisible by 2 and 5

1801 15 12 so there are integers

divisible by 3 and 5

1801 30 6 so there are integers

divisible by all 3

the number of integers divisible by at

least one of these numbers is

89 59 35 29 17 11 t 5 131

So the number of relatively prime integers is

179 131 48


